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Farm to Freezer
Regionally Sourced Frozen Fruits & Vegetables
Your food co-op works hard to source products that strengthen local economies, support
sustainable agriculture and grow the cooperative movement. Food co-ops across our
region have been innovators in the food system,
from healthy food, to organic farming and fair
trade.
More recently, members of the Neighboring
Food Co-op Association (NFCA) have been working together to build infrastructure for a thriving
regional economy. As we seek to source products
in a way that supports a more healthy, just and
sustainable food system, we noticed that most of
the frozen fruits and vegetables on our shelves
were grown on large, industrial farms and processed by distant corporations. Could this be an
opportunity for us to work together to create
change?
In 2011, the NFCA partnered with Sunrise Orchards in Cornwall, VT, to explore the possibilities. Working in collaboration with family farmers, agricultural co-ops such as Deep Root Organic Co-op, and regional processors, the NFCA
launched a pilot of frozen products grown, processed and packaged right here in the Northeast.
“It was exciting, in a year of so many challenges
for farmers, to release a line of regionally
sourced, family farmed frozen produce,” said David Dolginow of Sunrise Orchards. “And it
wouldn't have happened without the partnership
of the Neighboring Food Co-op Association.”
This year, the NFCA has continued its collaboration with Sunrise Orchards and Deep Root Organic Co-op to further develop the project, introducing more certified organic produce and expanding the period of availability. The products
are also processed and packaged here in our region by Farm to Table Co-Packers and the Vermont Food Venture Center.
Together, we are extending the marketing season for family farmers in the Northeast, and increasing the availability of healthy, sustainably
grown, regionally sourced and processed fruits
and vegetables for consumers. Starting this November, look for these products at your local
Neighboring Food Co-ops:
Blueberries. Our delicious highbush blueberries
were grown by Green Mountain Orchards and
Harlow’s Sugar House in Putney, VT. The growers practice Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

to control insect pests, weeds and diseases in
their fields.
Organic Broccoli. Les Vallons Maraîchers is located in Compton, Québec, just a few short miles
from the northern Vermont border. Members of
Deep Root Organic Co-op since 1997, Jacques
Blain and Josee Gaudet believe that farming is
about a passion and love for the land. This love
shines through in the vegetables that they grow,
including our delicious organic broccoli.
Organic Green Beans. Martin and Christa
Stosiek started Markristo Farm in 1988 on the
land where Martin was raised in Hillsdale, NY.
Active board members of Berkshire Grown, the
Stosiek's are committed to healthy food systems
and sustainable agriculture. We are proud to
offer their organically grown green beans as part
of our project this year.
Sweet Corn. Our delicious, non-GMO sweet corn
is grown by Gill Farm in New York State. First
planted by John Gill’s grandfather in 1937, the
farm now produces a wide variety of produce
using Integrated Pest Management (IPM) methods.
Organic Sweet Corn. Jane Sorensen and David
Marchant of River Berry Farm in Fairfax, VT, have
been providing the tastiest organic fruits and
vegetables since 1992, and have been members
of Deep Root Organic Co-op for most of those
years. From their farm to your freezer, we are
proud to offer delicious, regionally grown, organic sweet corn.
“We have really appreciated the opportunity to
work with the NFCA on this project,” says Anthony Mirisciotta, Deep Root Organic Co-op’s general
manager. “This collaboration has produced some
great, regionally sourced frozen foods that can be
enjoyed year round, as fresh as the day they were
picked. This is what really excites us!”
Neighboring Food Co-op Association frozen
fruits and vegetables are available for a limited
time, so don't miss out! They are easy to find in
your food co-op’s freezer section — they’re
packed in a clear package so you can see what’s
inside. And for a map of member food co-ops in
our region, please visit ww.nfca.coop/members
We hope that you will try these products and let
us know what you think.

Tales From the Barnyard, or;
Bookends, A Visit With Louie
by Olive

I enjoyed delving into Annie Gaillard's story for the last newsletter so much that
I decided to follow up with a visit with her partner, Louie Pulver. We spent the
first dry afternoon in what seemed like weeks, sitting at a table outside the Hardwick Inn. I was reminded of the brief time I spent in Paris, taking in the cafe society as if all you had to do was enjoy the day at your leisure, and downtown Hardwick was even better. Sunshine after the deluge glorified the most simple sidewalk
venue, people were smiling, windows were open, life was good.
As you can well imagine, Louie had led a long and colorful life. He indulged in a
fair amount of wanderlust as a young person, knocking around Europe with a surf
board under his arm, coming back to the States to NYC of all places, then a few
more stops along the way before he became a ski bum in Vermont. So how did this
sea sprite in the summer and snow bunny in the winter end up in the thick of the
nascent organic farming movement? Well, while he was working on a dairy farm
he started going to farmer's markets, and quickly realized that vegetable farming
appeared less labor intensive than the 24/7 the cows demanded. He liked the idea
of growing things and still being able to haul off to the nearest ocean when the surf
was up. He met Robert Houriet, one of the founding members of NOFA, who uttered the famous words, "Well, I can't pay you...", but he could offer Louie a learning experience, and a place to stay. In those days, that was a good deal. Louie
plugged in to the local explosion of growers including David Allen who was the
first, and Allen LaPage who set the marketing standard. He went to NOFA conferences, workshops, asked a lot of questions, and kept his eyes open on visits to other people's operations. He met Annie on Robert's farm, and eventually they were
able to move to their own place in Walden, christening it Surfin' Veggie Farm. Louie told me that homesteading, growing most of your own food, heating with wood
and working with horses really grabbed him; it was a good way to go, "like slipping
into a shoe that fits."
Louie started the first farmer's market in Hardwick which he held down solo on
Saturdays in the Art Park, using his surf board for his display table. Soon five or so
other growers joined him on Saturdays down in the field next to Aubuchons. Now
there are up to 30 vendors down at Atkins Field 30 years later. As we were wrapping up, I asked him if he had any sort of vision for the future, and he said, yes, he
was ready for the young blood to come along and take over. I understood what he
meant as we are the same age, a few years short of 70, amazed and proud of what
the Hardwick area and the local organic food movement has become. We are almost ready, but not quite, to sit back, order another beverage of our choice at the
cafe du monde of our choice, and watch the world go by.

First Friday of each month
June-September 5-10pm
Main and Mill Street
Hardwick
~ family fun ~
~ celebrations ~
~tastings ~
~ vendors ~
~ sales ~
~ extended store hours ~

Come check it out!

Food for Thought

Submitted by Member, Suzanna Jones

In 1965, psychologist Robert Jay Lifton began a nine-year process of interviewing
and getting to know the doctors that worked in the concentration camps of Germany
during the 1930s and 40s. These were the doctors who performed the “routine selections” – deciding who would live and who would die – and other such tasks at the facilities. These were people who had taken the Hippocratic Oath to “do no harm”.
Lifton wondered: How can ordinary, well-meaning people participate in such destructiveness?
What he found was somewhat surprising. The Nazi doctors were nice people. They
had lovely families and were loving parents. They were well-liked and respected in
their communities. They weren't necessarily anti-Semitic, nor did they particularly
believe in Nazi philosophy. What they were was ambitious. And when one is ambitious in a culture that is destructive, even pathological, one will participate in that
destructiveness to reap the rewards.
In a recent interview, Lifton pointed out that our current society’s core values of
“success” and “ambition” are in direct conflict with our desire to live in a healthy relationship with our land base and the biosphere. He concludes: “If one does not look
into the abyss, one is being wishful by simply not confronting the truth about our
time.”

Bag It!
by Staff Member, Annie Gaillard

Each year, Buffalo Mountain goes through thousands of brown paper bags. We have them in
the bulk department, in the produce area and up by the register. One bundle of large grocery
bags contains 400 bags and costs us $49.98. That is about 13₵ each. Not much unless you
add up how many we go through in a year. ALOT! The smallest bags we use are about 5₵/
bag and then there is everything in between. How can we cut down on this waste of money
and paper?
Right now we offer a rebate of 5₵ when you bring your own bag or container. But sometimes the customer forgets to tell us how many bags they brought and sometimes the cashier forgets to ask. Some customers put each separate piece of fruit in a separate bag and then
want a rebate for 20 bags!
Some coops charge per bag instead of giving a rebate. One coop I visited in Oregon had a
bowl of beans at the register and you took a bean for each bag you brought with you and put
it in a selection of jars that had different nonprofit organizations on them. They raised a lot
of money for different groups taking that bag money and putting it somewhere other than
going to bag manufacturers! Not to mention how many trees were saved! Another coop had
a 10-punch card. Each time customers came in with their own bags their card got punched.
Once the card was filled up they could use it as a $1 store coupon or donate it to the charity
of the month AND have their name added to a drawing for a store gift certificate!
So what should we do here at Buffalo Mountain? We are open to suggestions, but would prefer not to put the onus on our staff running the increasingly busy registers. Let's put our
heads together and come up with a creative, fun solution! Email me if you have an idea
annie@buffalomountaincoop.org or drop a note in the suggestion box.

It’s a Boy!!

Marisa Neyenhuis &
Mark Wykoff
welcome their son
Rio Maxfield Neyenkoff
Rio was born at home in the
middle of an amazing thunder
storm on
June 2nd at 12:21am.
9 lbs 10 oz and 21”long!
Everyone is doing well. If you
would like to visit or bring
food to the new family contact
Jon Pepe at the Coop

Cattails
Submitted by Phyllis Rachel Larrabee with excerpts taken from
http://www.eattheweeds.com/cattails-a-survival-dinner/

Two species of cattails are common in North America today. One is Typha latifolia (wide
leaf cattail) the other Typha angusti-folia (narrow leaf). Cattails get their name from
their mature brown cylindrical flower spikes. The native cattail, Typha gracilis, seems to
have all but disappeared, hybridizing with the European version to form the two species
mentioned here.
No other plants in their mature stage look like the cattail, so it is difficult to misidentify.
Younger plants can be misidentified with three toxic ones so always look for last year’s
classic growth to confirm you have found cattails. Cattails are oval at the base, not flattish. They are also very mild tasting and without much aroma meaning if what you think
you’ve got is a cattail and it is strongly flavored and or aromatic — not counting the
smell of mud — you’ve got the wrong plant.
It is said that if a lost person has found cattails, they have four of the five things they
need to survive: Water, food, shelter and a source of fuel for heat—the dry old stalks.
One Boy Scout motto is “You name it and we’ll make it from cattails!” The young cob-like
tips of the plant are edible as is the white bottom of the stalk, spurs off the main roots
and spaghetti like rootlets off the main roots. Male and female flowers both appear on
the same cattail plant. In mid- to late summer, at the top of the plant, the male flower,
shaped like a sausage or a cigar, appears and produces a golden pollen that is edible The
pollen can be used like flour, the roots themselves need some processing but are very
edible and delicious; the end-of-season fluffy “tails” make excellent tinder. Eastern Native Americans used cattails extensively, not only for food, but for rope, insulation, mattresses, absorption and stuffing. In autumn, the stalks turn brown, dry, and tough and
were used by the Abenakis as arrow shafts, hence the name arrow plant. There are oodles of websites, books and people who can share the specifics of harvesting and utilizing this amazing plant but you might want to tart with:
Edible Wild Plants and Useful Herbs by Jim Meuninck
Wild Edible Plants of New England: A Field Guide, including poisonous plants often encountered by Joan Richardson

It’s a Girl!!

Jon Pepe & Amy Sund
welcome their daughter
Luna Rose Pepe
Luna was born at home just as
winter was giving way to mud season making visiting an
adventure
February 28th at 11:15pm.
She was 7 lbs 12 oz and 19” long

Over the years when we’ve asked customers
what we could do to make the coop even better we frequently hear the following: more
variety of products; better prices; the store is
too small; stay small and funky.
In many ways these issues are related. Size
(financial and physical) strongly affects price
and variety; how we efficiently (or not) use
the limited space affects the variety.

Variety

Well the results are in and…..you love your coop!!!
As you can imagine there are some things we do well and those for which we
need to come up with new systems and strategies. The detailed results including stats and customer comments are available at the front of the store on the
bulletin board and on our website. Here we will share some of the highlights
as well as some responses to some comments we heard repeated.
 Last year over 150 members offered their feedback. This year it was only
~70. Your feedback is helpful, insightful and ultimately helps us serve you
better - so speak up each year and let us know how we’re doing.
 More than half of the respondents buy more than half of their weekly groceries from the coop.
 More people said they were buying their meat at the coop than last year.
We have seen this indicated in the meat department sales as well which
have gone up 40% from 2011 to 2012! Our Meat Department Manager Miranda Hunt has been doing a great job offering a steady variety of all your
favorites. If you have any additional suggestions for her she can be
reached at meat@buffalomountaincoop.org
 Very few people purchase wine and beer at the coop (12%) and our Wine
& Beer Manager has wondered what she could do to improve on sales in
that department knowing that there is no additional space available for it
to grow OR whether it’s worth stocking at all. Share your thoughts with
her at wine@buffalomountaincoop.org
 Fewer than half of the respondents participated in the Winter Localvore
Challenge citing disinterest, bad timing or poor communication as reasons. Hopefully we can entice you to try our Summer Localvore Challenge
August 15th -21st where we will have store specials, samples, potlucks,
contra dances, recipes and even community canning! It’s a great time of
year to celebrate the local abundance.
In between surveys there is always the Suggestion Box. Right now one is located on the small table in the middle aisle at the front of the store (occasionally it is on the podium). There you will find two different forms to fill out: one
for customer feedback and the other for those interested in becoming working
members. Again thank you all for your feedback – keep it coming!

Please rate how important to following product characteristics are to you

Local
Organic
Price
GMO, pesticide,
hormone-free

4
Very 3
Important

2

1
Not Unsure
Important

78%
76%
51%
92%

3%
2%
5%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

19%
22%
42%
7%

0%
0%
2%
2%

Over the years some customers have requested a
reduction in the amount of non-food items we carry.
Currently the gifts, clothing and books departments
are working to reduce their footprint in the store to
allow more room for grocery, HABA and produce
items. If there are items you would like us to carry
you can contact a department manager or use the
suggestion box. We may be able to carry it or help
you special order it at an additional savings!

Prices
For years we have been too small (financially) to
belong to the National Cooperative Grocer’s Association (NCGA) that the larger coops belong to. You
could walk in to Hunger Mountain and buy butter
off the shelf for cheaper than our coop could get it
wholesale!!!! On items not sold via NCGA, we were
able to be more competitive but the damage was
done and many customers believe that we are
across-the-board more expensive than bigger coops.
At the close of 2012 we hit the $2 million mark making us eligible for NCGA membership. For an annual
fee we would have access to NCGA’s buying power
and in some sense be treated like part of a chain of
coops.
We will be communicating with NCGA this fall
regarding cost-benefits of membership. We also
welcome member feedback on this issue. Please
contact Grocery Co-Manager Annie Gaillard with
your thoughts. annie@buffalomountaincoop.org

Space
There almost isn’t enough space left to mention this
one. ..
The Staff and Board have been talking about the
space issues for years. To expand or not to expand,
that is the question, right? It seems inevitable in a
growing community and a growing industry. How
can we supply the products that our current and
future customers demand in such a small space?
Morrisville Coop looks like it will be a reality in the
next few years and we hope that more people will
be served and maybe the demand not so great on
Buffalo Mountain. We continue to offer support to
community group interested in starting their own
coops. If you have thoughts about the coop’s growth
and vision for the future, please speak to a board
member and stay in the loop via email, newsletter
and attend the Annual Meeting.

How well are we meeting your needs with respect to the following store characteristics?
3

2

Product selection/variety
Quality/freshness of products
Prices
Cleanliness of store
Availability of brands I/my family like(s)

4
Very Well
54%
85%
24%
64%
53%

5%
2%
14%
5%
10%

1
Not Well
0%
0%
7%
2%
0%

41%
14%
54%
29%
36%

Not Sure
0%
0%
2%
0%
2%

Availability of natural/organic foods
Availability of local foods
Information about products
Overall store

88%
80%
51%
64%

10%
17%
24%
29%

2%
3%
17%
5%

0%
0%
3%
2%

0%
0%
5%
0%

How well are we meeting your customer service needs in the following areas?

Knowledgeable Staff
Availability of staff
Friendly and courteous staff
Telephone/answering system
Customer comments/suggestions
Responsiveness to feedback
Deli/Café
Front-end/Cash Registers
Overall Customer Services

4
Very Well

3

2

1
Not Well

Not Sure

73%
69%
83%
53%
59%
41%
44%
71%
68%

19%
25%
10%
15%
10%
14%
8%
24%
25%

3%
2%
7%
2%
2%
3%
10%
3%
5%

2%
3%
0%
0%
2%
5%
3%
2%
0%

3%
0%
0%
31%
27%
37%
34%
0%
2%

Working Member Program
I was asked recently how many working members we have.
The answer is tricky since some people do a task one day and
are working members for only that month; others do a huge
task once and have enough hours to have discount for months,
while other are engaged in working member tasks on weekly or
monthly basis and so have the discount all the time; and finally
there are those who do work and donate their hours to others.
My best guess is that around 55 households/month benefit
from the working member discount.
For many years working members could just walk in the
store and ask for work and something would be found for them
to do. Old favorites like pricing and putting things on shelves,
packing nuts and dried fruit in bags have now been farmed out
to paid staff when consistent working members weren’t available to maintain a steady supply for the customers. Now, satisfied working members are plugged into consistent work like
being on the board, bread deliveries, and community dinner.
Walk-ins usually complete cleaning tasks or help in the café.
As Outreach Coordinator I have been wracking my brain trying to figure out how to engage more members in meaningful
work at the coop or out in the community. Combine that with
trying to make it convenient for members and you end up with
only 55 households out of 1100 engaged in the working member program. Starting in August you will find a small form by
the Suggestion at the front of the store where you can indicate
you interest in being a working member and the kind of tasks
you would be interested in completing and your availability.
Hope to meet more of you soon!
Rachel Davey
Outreach Coordinator
outreach@buffalomountaincoop.org

Customer service
Some of the surveys commented about slow checkout and occasional grumpy cashiers
If the checkout gets bogged down either because of socializing, new
cashiers, or special customer service situations usually the cashier
will ask another staff member to open the other register. If this
doesn’t happen you can certainly request it. We apologize for any
inconvenience.
Just like everybody else we have bad days and good days. We try our
best to keep the bad ones to ourselves but every now and then…..
Everyone deserves to be treated respectfully and for any reason you
feel you have been mistreated by a coop employee or while in the
store you file a complaint or request mediation in person to any
manager; via email: staff@buffalomountaincoop.org or in the suggestion box

Response to Café and Deli Comments
We have been working on updating the menu, for about a year. In
our discussions, we have agreed we’d love to see some new foods
come in, but have been having a really hard time deciding what to
get rid of, as all of our menu items do sell.
Our deli items are also selling very well, both served by staff from
the deli case, and in our Grab-and-Go section downstairs. Look for
the packaged food if you don’t feel like coming upstairs, or know
that you can have a deli salad served on a plate to eat in the café if
that’s what you prefer.
If there is something you would like to see on the menu or in the deli
case please talk to us or send an email.
Thanks for your support!
Miranda Hunt & Debra Wilson
Café Co-Managers
café@buffalomountaincoop.org

The Learning Exchange is a place for community members to post fundraisers and skill or information sharing events that are free,
by donation or charging only for materials. If you have an event you would like to post please send an email to
LEX@buffalomountaincoop.org

Happiness Project Book Group
The Craftsbury Public Library will use
“The Happiness Project” by Gretchen Rubin
as a springboard for a year-long “Happiness Project” book group, explo-ring putting our own energy and fun into creating
happiness through reading, talking and
more. In addition to Rubin’s book, we will
explore other works inclu-ding non-fiction
and fiction. Books choices focus on the topic of Happiness and may loosely correspond with the structure in the Happiness
Project Book by Gretchen Rubin. From
3:30-4:00 there is an informal time for
people to check in about their personal
happiness projects. This is a great time to
network and make connections to create
the sup-ports you need for your own personal project. Copies of each month’s book
can be picked up at the library
When: 1st Sunday of the month 4-5pm
Where: Craftsbury Public Library.
For more info or to be put on the email list,
contact the library at 586-9683 or craftsburylibrary@gmail.com, or Anna at
crytzy@gmail.com

Wheelock Mountain Farm
Monthly Community Potlucks
Share good food and good conversation
with your neighbors and your allies in the
quest to cultivate healthy, resilient, and
empowered sustainable community in the
Northeast Kingdom.
When: 6pm on the 2nd Tuesday of the
month: 8/13, 9/10
Where: Wheelock Mountain Farm – for
directions
visit
our
website
at
http://wheelockmtnfarm.wikispaces.com

Authentic Parenting Potlucks!
Join our informal discussion group revolving around the joys and challenges of parenting, and how we can grow together, to
be the best parents possible for our kids.
Children Welcome! Babies to teens, even
prospective parents. Hope to see you
there! Thanks!
When: 4th Saturday of the month, 4-8pm
July 27th - Graceful Boundaries
August 24th - Acknowledging Emotions
September 28th - Sibling Relations
October 26th - Healing the Inner Child
Where: Walden, VT Call or write for directions
or
more
info.
563-2901
Saveria@silvermoongardens.org

Monthly Herb Walks

Kingdom Farm & Food Days

Plant allies are all around us just waiting to
help. Join us on our monthly herb walks
where we will discover and discuss the numerous plants available in the forest, roadside and even your own backyard. Learn
about their basic uses and how and when to
responsibly and safely harvest them for
your own use.
When: 4pm on 2nd Friday of the month July
12th, August 9th, September 13th
Where: Hardwick Farmer’s Market at Atkin’s Field
Who: Mother Earth Herbal Collective is a
group of local herbalists practicing in the
Hardwick area. Find us each week at the
Farmer’s Market
Cost: walks are free but donations are accepted

A spectacular 2-day event that showcases
Vermont farms, gardens, local food, small
producers and agriculture businesses.
Workshops, demonstrations, food and
tours will be available to all attendees.
New England Culinary Institute, Center for
an Agricultural Economy, High Mowing
Organic Seeds, NOFA-VT and Pete's Greens
are sponsors!
Where: Hardwick, Craftsbury, Greensboro,
Wolcott, Walden and surrounding areas.
When: Saturday & Sunday, Aug 17th -18th
Contact: Elena Gustavson, 472-5362, ext
214 or elena@hardwickagriculture.org
Amy Skelton, amy@petesgreens.com
Brigitte
Derel
Brigitte
@highmowingorganicseeds.org

Poetry Workshops

Making your own medicine can be an
empowering experience – not to mention an economic one. These hands-on
workshops will give you the
knowledge to begin or hone your home
medicine-making skills.
Medicine-Making for
Beginners

Making friends, maybe making love with
your inner poet. Have you ever said “I tried,
but I can’t write poetry.”? Do you want to?
The magic is within you.
When: 10:30am-3:30pm 7/28 Beans and
rice lunch served or bring your own.
Where: Greenwood Lake – call for directions or more details 472-3065
Who: Phyllis Rachel Larrabee- local poet
and author of Shoveler on the Roof.
Cost: $25 per session, barters of organic
produce or transportation accepted.

Movie: Salt of the Earth
Based on an actual strike against the Empire
Zinc Mine in New Mexico, the film deals with
the prejudice against the Mexican-American
workers, who struck to attain wage parity
with Anglo workers in other mines and to be
treated with dignity by the bosses. The film
is an early treatment of feminism, because
the wives of the miners play a pivotal role in
the strike, against their husband’s wishes. In
the end, the greatest victory for the workers
and their families is the realization that
prejudice and poor treatment are conditions
that are not always imposed by outside
forces. This film was written, directed and
produced by members of the original "Hollywood Ten," who were blacklisted for refusing to answer Congressional inquiries on
First Amendment grounds.
When: sometime during the week of Sept
3rd
–
to
honor
labor
Where: TBD
Contact: Phyllis 472-3065

Herbal Medicine-Making

Join me August 4th when we will cover
the basics of making tinctures, infused oils
and teas using widely available materials,
easy-to-use herbs and folk method.

Medicine-Making for
Herb Nerds

Join me August 10th. This class is for
those who already have experience making
their own medicine but would like to get
more technical or hone these skills, In this
workshop we will cover, specific weight to
volume ratio and alcohol dilutions as well
as the use of more hard-to-find or lowdose herbs.

Where: Both classes will take at my
home. Be prepared to be outside. Call
for directions.
Who: Rachel Davey is a Clinical Herbalist Intern at The Vermont Center for
Integrative Herbalism in Montpelier.
How Much: Come listen or bring your
own materials and the class is FREE or
you can purchase some or all of your
materials from me. Contact Rachel at
racheld@vtherbcenter.org or
413250-6204 for a materials and/or price
list.

Tar Sands FREE Kingdom Walk
Corporate plans to transport tar sands products
through the 60+ year old Portland-Montreal Pipeline are
moving ahead. Our goal is to stop the PMPL reversal
through grassroots citizen action. This summer we are
heating up the campaign against the PMPL by spreading
the word to households statewide. Come walk the line
with us. Join us for part or the whole walk.
When: July 19-20
Where: Depart July 19th from North Troy.
Pizza overnight along the way.
Arrive in Irasburg July 20th
Contact: andy@350vy.org 802-999-5257
350vt.org

Last week many of us had a tight schedule so our
meeting was rushed and very short. Mr Jones,
please read the seconds from the last board meeting

News from the
Coop Board
Submitted by Michael Lew-Smith

The Board has been busy since the Annual Meeting working on policy governance and bylaw as well as our ongoing work monitoring the
financial health of the Co-op. We recently held a 4 hour Board Retreat
to discuss and fine-tune our policies. During that retreat, we worked
on our approach to the (staff) compensation policy, discussed financial
management, talked about Board self-assessment, and discussed the
Collective Management System and how the Board relates to and evaluates the management of the store. All of this work on developing policies is intended to help focus our work and create some stability for
the Co-op for the future. We are planning on meeting with the Collective Managers sometime in the fall to initiate better communication
between Board and Collective.
The proposed changes in the Bylaws are still on our agenda. We
posted the proposed changes in the store for a month and elicited
comments from the members. We recently collected these comments
and will incorporate suggestions where feasible and discuss at the
next Board meeting. A special meeting will be held to vote on the Bylaw changes. We need as many members as possible to vote, so please
come! The meeting time and place will be posted in the co-op.

Authentic Parenting
Potlucks...Explained
by Member, Saveria Boyer

When I first became a parent I found it challenging to not
repeat the same negative responses from my parents. I was
able to transform a lot on my own, but I often still had a difficult time feeling authentically myself with my daughter,
especially if I was just repeating the same old stuff. I felt intuitively like there was a better way of working with her, but
it was hard to imagine what that would be. I have come to
believe that these patterns are unintentionally stamped into
our brain. It can run so deep that interacting with our child
can look like watching a movie, with them feeling just as
unseen and sad as we did when we were in that role. The old
adage rings in my mind: It is not our fault, but it is our responsibility.
Right after our second birth, my partner had found some
parenting books that were unlike any we had ever seen before: Raising Our Children, Raising Ourselves, by Naomi Aldort, The Natural Child, by Jan Hunt. These books rang with
this deep inner knowing of how all children truly deserve to
be treated. They question some of the assumptions that have
been handed down through the generations that have never
sat well with many of us. They contain pieces of wisdom that
can help to create a culture of trust and respect with our
children. Kids can feel free to choose their behavior from
their centered self, not a self-wanting to play power games
or vie for attention or approval. This way of thinking urges
us to trust and acknowledge our children, and their emotions, instead of thinking we have to stifle or repress them. It
is almost as though we take on the role of an advocate for
our children within our own relationship with them. Funny
enough, as it stands right now, that can be exactly what they
need.
The Authentic Parenting philosophies have helped us
greatly on our parenting journey, yet, of course, we still have
so much we could learn, and often want to ask for others
fresh and unique perspective. That is why we created these
potlucks, since we are sure that there are others who would
like to do the same. We want to create a safe container for
these exchanges to take place. It can be scary to be told that
the way that we are interacting with our kids is "wrong" or
"bad". We want to avoid that mindset, because it is a very
limited perspective that actually blocks changes from taking
place. The reality is that there is a lot of healing that needs to
happen, for children and parents alike. We are hoping to
create that space and help ourselves and others open that
door that leads to more whole versions of ourselves and our
children.
The potlucks will take place at our home in Walden on the
4th Saturday of the month, June through October
July 27th - Graceful Boundaries; August 24th - Acknowledging Emotions; September 28th - Sibling Relations; October
26th - Healing the Inner Child.
Children are welcome, as well as new or prospective parents. Feel free to write with questions or if you would like to
be put on the reminder list. 563-2901,
Saveria@silvermoongardens.org
~Thank you all, and many Blessings!~

O Claire de la Lune
By Phyllis Rachel Larrabee

A moonlit flight
for the luna
luminous greensilk moth
its gracious wings
fleeing the peace
of mint and rose gardens
drown to the lights
of a small porch.

Fresh Fish
by Special
Order
Contact Kate fish@buffalomountaincoop.org if you are interested in being on the Fish List to receive twice monthly notifications
on available fresh, wild-caught domestic fish

Try to lift it gently
with a slice of paper
It resists!
This moth lives!
The luna wriggles
can’t fly yet.
I fetch a plastic container
stab a hole – for air.
The knife etches a V in blood
on my finger – accident
I don’t linger
catch the moth
reciting assuring words
it can’t believe.
letting it go
into the wild grass
offering energy
from the light of my open hand
till the luna moth flies
till it soars
higher than our maple and beech
trees
out of sight
leaving behind
a sigh of my heart.

150 Granite St
Fridays 3 - 6
mid May-Oct
Accepts EBT cards
-------------------------------On the Common
Saturdays 10am-1pm
late May–Oct

DANVILLE

West Danville Village on Rt 2
Wednesdays 9-1pm
Mid June–early Oct

In the morning
this luna moth lies on the floor.

Is its dance over? I hover
I want to give
it a better grave.

HARDWICK

CRAFTSBURY COMMON

Oi to be so vulnerable
to every torch!

Luna moths have no mouth
cannot eat or sing
dance with their wings.

Local
Farmer’s
Markets

GREENSBORO
CUCUMBERS BELONG TO THE CUCURBITACEAE
FAMILY – THE SAME AS PUMPKINS, ZUCCHINI,
WATERMELON AND OTHER SQUASHES.
THERE ARE SEVERAL VARIETIES OF CUCUMBER;
THE MOST POPULAR ARE ENGLISH, PERSIAN,
AND PICKLING CUCUM-BERS. PERSIAN CUCUMBERS ARE ALSO KNOWN AS REGULAR CUCUMBERS WITH SOFT, EDIBLE SEEDS. THE SKIN IS
OFTEN WAXED TO SEAL IN MOISTURE. ENGLISH
CUCUMBERS ARE SOMETIMES KNOWN AS GOURMET CUCUMBERS, "BURPLESS", OR SEEDLESS
CUCUMBERS. THIS VARIETY HAS SEEDS THAT
ARE VERY SMALL.. LONGER AND THINNER THAN
REGULAR CUCUMBERS, THIS VARIETY IS USUALLY
SHRINK-WRAPPED TO SEAL IN MOISTURE BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT WAXED.
THE BIGGEST CUCUMBER, GROWN IN SOUTHERN
CHINA, WAS 67 INCHES LONG AND WEIGHED 154
POUNDS.
CUCUMBERS WHERE FIRST GROWN IN INDIA
8,000 YEARS AGO.CUCUMBERS ORIGINALLY
CAME FROM INDIA AND MADE THEIR WAY HERE
BY THE MID-1600’S.
FLORIDA PRODUCES MORE CUCUMBERS THAN
ANY OTHER STATE.
THE ROMAN EMPEROR TIBERIUS GREW CUCUMBERS IN CARTS THAT HIS SERVANTS MOVED
AROUND TO CATCH THE SUN.
ANY STRESSES TO THE CUCUMBER PLANT (LACK
OF WATER, POOR SOIL) CAN CAUSE CUCUMBERS
TO BECOME BITTER.
CUCUMBER SLICES OVER THE EYES MAY HELP
REDUCE PUFFINESS, THANKS TO A COMBINATION
OF THE FRUIT’S 96% WATER CONTENT AND CAFFEIC ACID.
SEA CUCUMBERS ARE NOT RELATED TO THE
PRODUCE VARIETY THEY AREA CTUALLY ANIMALS – MORE CLOSELY RELATED TO STARFISH.
THEY ARE NAMED CUCUMBERS BECAUSE OF
THEIR OBLONG SHAPE.

Town Hall Green
Thursday 3-6pm
May-October

JOHNSON

United Church of Johnson, Rt 15,
across from Grand Union
Tuesdays 3-6 pm

MONTPELIER

Corner of State & Elm Streets
Saturdays 9-1 - May to October
Accepts EBT and debit cards

MORRISVILLE

On Green in front of Grand Union
Saturdays 9 AM - 1 PM

PLAINFIELD

Corner of Mill St & Main St
Fridays 4 - 7pm
June-October

ST. JOHNSBURY

Municipal parking lot behind
Anthony's Diner
Saturdays 9-1
mid-May to October.
Accepts EBT and debit cards

STOWE

Rte 108, 2 miles from intersection
of Rte 100 & 108
Sundays 10:30am - 3pm
mid May – mid October

WATERBURY

Rusty Parker Park, Rte 2
Thursdays 3-7pm
late- May-October
Accepts EBT and debit cards

“Nutrient Density”
What’s happening! Hi folks, welcome back to “Produce Matters.” I (Jon) want to update y’all on a few things going on here in
the produce department. First, I want to welcome some great
new pro-duce subs to the team- Andy Earle, Steven Obranovich,
and Walker Hartt. All are wonderful additions and have hit the
ground running at the start of one of our busiest times of the year.
Speaking of which, spring has finally sprung here in Northern
Vermont and summer is upon us. Despite a bit of a cold snap and
a slower start compared to some years, we are excited to see the
steadily increasing amounts of local produce every week and
much more is on the way! We’re really pumped a-bout this season with our new staff and plus some new growers we have been
working with. Stop by and see what’s been growing in and
around Hardwick!
(Frey)Our growing season is short enough already, so any setbacks just make their work even more challenging and sometimes downright depressing. Farmers are a resilient bunch of
folks though, but that resiliency is getting put to the test more and
more each year. Erratic weather patterns combined with increasingly more violent storms can make any farmer want to throw in
the towel. Our Coop is fortunate to have access to many farms in
the community and beyond. This diversity will provide the membership with an abundance of fresh fruits and veggies throughout
the year, even in the darkest days of winter. We have a few new
farms this year, plus all those who have been feeding your families for decades. We would like to welcome Bread & Puppet Farm,
Rusty Bird Farm, and Rebel Pine into the folds of our family of
farms. We really hope to have our local grower profiles available
in the produce department by the end of the summer so you’ll be
able to put faces to the names. Also, all the produce that we sell is
organic (not all is certified), except local, low-spray apples (We
are fortunate to have three local, organic orchards and hopefully
they all won’t have crop failures like last year. Organic tree fruit is
one of the most challenging foods to grow in New England). As
you may have noticed, we have new signage. All the farms that
are certified organic will be labeled organic and those that aren’t
will be labeled only as local. We do not purchase any non-local
produce that’s not certified organic, except Pennsylvania peaches,
which are considered low spray. I personally feel that we
shouldn’t carry any non-organic produce, but I’ll save that for a
future article. Let us all take a moment every day and send loving
energy to the farmers who persevere through the hardships of
growing clean and healthy food.
What is healthy food? Is it food that is grown organically (certified or not) that is free from toxic chemicals and G.M.O.’s? Not
necessarily! What’s that you say Frey; organic food might not be
heal-thy food? For the past half a century we have been under the
impression that foods grown in organic farming systems are pure
and full of the nutrition that we need to function as healthy beings. Unfortunately that is not true. The more I learn about mineral deficiencies in our soils worldwide, the more I realize how
unhealthy our food supply is, even if it is organically grown. I
mentioned Nutrient Dense farming in the last Bullsheet and
would like to extrapolate further about the need to re-mineralize
our soils. Since the late 19th century, the U.S. has lost approxi-

by Produce Managers
Jon Pepe & Frey Ellis

mately half of its topsoil along with many of the minerals needed
for plants to be the most vibrant and healthy that they can be.
What happens when plants cannot access the minerals needed?
Pests and diseases become more dominant and the plants do not
provide the needed nutrition to the animals (humans are animals) eating them. This in turn creates nutrient deficiencies in
animals, which is the breeding ground for disease. Why do you
think the vitamin and mineral supplement industry is so vibrant?
This is an-other case of humans treating the symptoms and not
the cause. Dan Kittredge from the Bionutrient Food Association
has said “Plants that are plagued with disease and pests are unfit
to be consumed by animals.” This is a bold statement that has
really hit home for me and has piqued my interest. Farmers that
have been applying Nutrient Dense methods have been having
much success with growing food without pest and disease issues.
Their food is full of the nutrition, doesn’t rot, and is helping animals achieve optimal health. It takes a few years to get your soil
re-mineralized, but it seems to be worth the effort. As of this past
winter, I have been organizing educational opportunities for our
local growers to learn more about this way of growing food. In
February, Dan Kittredge gave an introductory presentation to the
growers and from that we had enough farms interested to have a
full day intensive in March at Sterling College that was open to
the public. Dan nearly managed to cram two days worth of info
into one. It was an amazing amount of information to absorb in
one day (probably too much), but it gave us all the inspiration we
needed to pursue these methods on our own farms and gardens.
There is now a group of folks working together to learn the process and to organize bulk ordering of the materials needed to remineralize our soils. There will be an-other one day intensive this
fall with ample notice so that we can all be more prepared for the
day. According to Dan, the fall is the beginning of the growing
season. It is the time to get our soil tests done and to apply the
needed minerals before the winter. I highly encourage anyone
who is interested growing more nutritious food to contact me at
the Coop. This is going to be the new organic!
The Localvore Challenge is coming again and will most
likely be in August. We are in the planning process and it’s gearing up to be quite the week. We hope to have more events during
the week and more businesses involved. We intend to have another contra dance and potluck, so start thinking about your winning dish for the recipe contest. Again the produce department
will be 100% local, along with a sale on some non-local items the
week before so you can stock up. It shouldn’t be as challenging as
it was in February, but it can be quite shocking if you’re not prepared. We’ll have lots of recipes available and there will be lots
more signage throughout the Coop guiding you towards all your
other Localvore needs. Stay tuned!
Peace Y’all

Blueberry Lemon Cream Cheese Tart
Crust (crust recipe from Nourishing Traditions by Sally Fallon)
1c hazelnut
3/8c melted coconut oil or butter
¾ c arrowroot powder ¼ c maple syrup
¼ t salt
½ t vanilla
Blend ingredients until a fine meal is formed. Press into a pie plate and bake at
350o for 10-15 minutes.
Filling
1 pkg cream cheese, softened
2-3T maple syrup
zest and juice if one lemon
Stir thoroughly in a bowl and spread into bottom of pie crust.
Topping:
~1T cornstarch
2T cold water
1T maple
1 qt blueberries.
Simmer for 1 minute. Allow to cool and thicken before pouring over cream cheese
mixture.
Serve pie chilled or room temperature.

Kichari
1 c Basmati rice
1 c split red lentils or split mung dal
2 tsp black mustard seeds
2 tsp cumin seeds
½ tsp dried chilli flakes
1 tsp turmeric powder
2 tomatoes, diced
2 carrots, peeled and diced
6 c water (you’ll need about 7 cups if using split mung beans)
3 lg handfuls baby spinach leaves

3 tbsp ghee or olive oil
1 onion, finely chopped
4 cloves garlic, minced
1 medium zucchini, diced
sea salt, to taste

Wash the rice and lentils together in a sieve twice.
Heat 2 Tbls ghee/oil over medium heat in large pot (that has a lid)
Add mustard seeds. After the mustard seeds start to pop, add the cumin, onion and chilli. Sauté for a few minutes, until onions become translucent. Add the turmeric garlic and
tomatoes. Continue to sauté for another 5 minutes until the tomatoes have cooked down.
Mix in the rice, lentils, carrots and zucchini, and stir thoroughly so all the spices and
flavors coat the ingredients. Add the water and bring to a boil, then turn down the heat
to a simmer Stir in ½ tsp salt and cook for 30–40 minutes with the lid partially on, until
you get a risotto like consistency and the lentils are fully cooked. If you find that the
kichari is drying out before the lentils are cooked, add some hot (freshly boiled) water.
Stir continually while cooking to keep the kichari from sticking to the bottom of the pot.
Once cooked, stir through the spinach and turn off the heat. Mix in the remaining
ghee/oil and adjust seasoning to your liking. Serve as is or with a dollop plain yogurt

Cilantro Pesto
(You either just cringed/gagged upon seeing this recipe or are checking to see if it is as
good as YOUR cilantro pesto recipe.)

1 bunch fresh cilantro
1 tablespoon white wine vinegar
½ tsp cayenne pepper
salt to taste

5 cloves garlic, minced
¼ c grated Parmesan cheese
½ c walnuts or pecans
½ c olive oil

In an electric food processor or blender, blend cilantro, garlic, vinegar, Parmesan cheese, cayenne pepper, nuts, and salt. Add ¼ c of the olive oil, and blend
the pesto. Add more olive oil until the pesto reaches your desired consistency.
Pour pesto in a small saucepan and warm over low heat, stirring constantly, until pesto begins to simmer. Pour over cooked pasta and toss.

Got Lentils?
The lentil (Lens culinaris) is an edible pulse/bean.
It is a bushy annual plant of the legume family,
grown for its lens-shaped seeds; the seeds grow in
pods, usually with two seeds in each. Lentil colors
range from yellow to red-orange to green, brown
and black. Lentils also vary in size and are sold in
many forms, with or without the skins, whole or
split

Nutrition

With about 30% of their calories from protein,
lentils have the third-highest level of protein, by
weight, of any legume or nut, after soybeans and
hemp. Lentils are a good source of iron, having
over half of a person's daily iron allowance in a
100g serving. Lentils also contain dietary fiber,
folate, vitamin B1, and minerals. Lentils also high
in phytates, which reduce the bio-availability of
dietary minerals. The phytates can be reduced by
soaking the lentils in warm water overnight and
then tossing the water.

How to Cook Lentils

Any amount of lentils can be cooked in this manner. Just maintain the 2:1 ratio of water to lentils
described below.
Wash Lentils: Measure the lentils into a strainer or
colander. Pick over and remove any shriveled lentils, debris, or rocks. Thoroughly rinse under running water.
Combine Lentils and Water: Transfer the rinsed
lentils to a saucepan and pour in the water. Add
any seasonings being used, reserving the salt.
Cook the Lentils: Bring the water to a rapid simmer over medium-high heat, then reduce the heat
to maintain a very gentle simmer. You should only
see a few small bubble and some slight movement
in the lentils. Cook, uncovered, for 20-30 minutes.
Add water as needed to make sure the lentils are
just barely covered.
Salt the Lentils: Lentils are cooked as soon as they
are tender and no longer crunchy. Older lentils
may take longer to cook and shed their outer skins
as they cook. Strain the lentils and remove any
seasonings. Return the lentils to the pan and stir in
¼ tsp of salt. Taste and add additional salt as
needed.
Seasoning and Using Cooked Lentils: Cooked lentils will keep refrigerated for about a week. Season
them with olive oil, lemon juice, vinegar, fresh
herbs, and eat them on their own. Lentils can also
be added to soups, salads, or other recipes.
Dried lentils can also be sprouted by soaking in
water for one day and keeping moist for several
days, which changes their nutrition profile.
Lentils with husk remain whole with moderate

Growing up I was told “leaves of three, let me be.”
which might be a cute little rhyme but would have
you avoiding harmless plants like clover, sorrel and
even strawberries! I was also told that poison
ivy was shiny, red and three-leaved. That’s pretty
helpful if it were true….
One problem with poison ivy is that it is very adaptable and grows under many different conditions
causing it to look different depending on where it is growing.
How to Identify Poison Ivy
Leaves- 3-parted compound leaves (three leaves on the same
small stem that comes off the larger main stem). Leaves of three
usually have jagged edges, sometimes with large notches, but
never saw toothed (serrated). Leaves can be shiny or dull and are
green in the summer, red in the fall.
Size - Can be a low trailing shrub on the ground, an upright bush
or a high free-standing shrub, or a climbing vine. Vine form has
hairy looking aerial roots.
Natural Remedies:
Jewelweed (Impatiens spp.). This well-known weed tends to
grow near poison ivy and historically for treating a poison ivy
rash. Many people simply pick a branch of the juicy herb, crush it
up and apply it to the affected area. Susun Weed, takes the whole
plant - roots and all - and simmer it over the stove for 15 to 30
minutes until the water turns orange. This color is from the reddish roots, which contain chemicals that appear to act like the anti-inflammatory steroid cortisone. Once you strain out the herb
and cool the "tea," you can freeze it in ice-cube trays and apply directly to your skin.
Green or bentonite clay. Vermont Herbalist, Rosemary Gladstar
makes a paste by mixing green clay, salt and white vinegar, then
adding a few drops of peppermint essential oil. Any type of clay (or
mud in a pinch) will help draw out irritating oils and soothe your
itch. Spread the damp clay on your rash as often as needed and let
it dry there.
Oatmeal works well for any itchy condition. It soothes irritated
skin while also drawing out any remaining toxins. An oat bath is
ideal for a large rash that already has settled in. Make a big pot of
soupy oatmeal, strain it into the tub and put the rest in a sock. You
will want the bath water to be tepid or cool because hot water can
further irritate poison oak and ivy. Use the goopy sock like a
sponge and let the oat slime ooze over your rash. "Or grind up the
organic oat flakes and make a cold paste and smear it on. As the
oats and water dries, it pulls out the oily exudate into the oat particulate. Your rash won't spread, and it gives you relief.
Remedies taken from Mountain Rose Herbs

A Plantain Poultice is a fun and easy way to deal with the itch of the bites and
pain of the stings. Take a fresh plantain leaf from your lawn and mash it up with
your fingers or in your mouth. Once it’s good and juicy, apply it to the bite or sting
and leave it in place as long as possible or until itching/pain subside. Kids can even
do this for themselves. Once they know how to identify plantain they begin to treat
their own bug bites.
For really itchy cases or numerous bites you can make a strong tea with plantain
allowing the leaves to boil in the water or steep for as long as possible. Strain out
the leaves and add the tea to a bath and soak in it. OR use the oatmeal remedies
mentioned for poison ivy.

Make Your Own Sunblock

1 cup coconut oil
1 cup shea, cocoa or mango butter
1 cup beeswax
2 Tbls (or more) of Zinc Oxide
(available online or in many stores on the
diaper aisle, just make sure it is pure zinc oxide.
optional: 1tsp Vitamin E oil/cup of lotion to preserve; a few drops of vanilla or essential oil for
scent (don’t use citrus oils!)
Directions:
 Combine all ingredients (except zinc oxide and
essential oils if using) in a double-boiler or a
glass bowl over a smaller saucepan with 1 inch of
water in it. Turn the burner on and bring water to
a boil. Stir ingredients constantly until they are
melted and smooth
 Remove from heat and add the zinc oxide powder
and essential oils. Gently stir by hand until essential oils are incorporated.
 Carefully pour into molds or whatever you will be
allowing the lotion bars to harden in.
 Allow the lotion bars to cool completely before
attempting to pop out of molds.
 They can be stored at room temperature or in the
fridge or freezer for longer term storage. Keep
below 80 degrees or they will melt!
 Adjust coverage to your needs and be careful not
to burn while determining how long you can
spend in the sun with these.
Source: wellnessmama.com

After Sun Lotion

Think you might have over done it? KNOW you
over did it? Aloe vera gel is amazing stuff – tried
and true. Add any or all of the following to your
aloe gel to give it an extra boost:
 Several drops of lavender, chamomile or calendula essential oils
 St John’s Wort infused oil or tincture,
 Tulsi (aka sacred basil) tea or tincture
Tulsi helps to protect against radiation (UV, x-rays,
nuclear etc) Drink tulsi tea (iced or hot) often before during and after sun exposure to help reduce
the damage from UV light.

Cilantro: A World Divided
By Staff Member Rachel Davey
Excerpts taken from Cilantro Haters – It’s Not your Fault by Harold McGee
Published: New York Times April 13, 2010

Board Meetings
3rd

Thursday of the Month 7pm

please contact a board member
if you would like to attend

Collective Staff Meetings
1st Wednesday of the month 7pm
please contact a staff member
if you would like to attend

Hardwick Community
Dinner
Thursdays 12-1
United Church, Hardwick

Localvore Week
Thurs. Aug. 15th - Wed Aug, 21st
Sales, samples, workshops

Potluck & Contra Dance
August 16th 6pm
At the Farmer’s Market

Community
Canning Days
Tomato Canning
Aug/Sept
Apple Canning
Sept/Oct
(specific dates TBA)
at the Vermont Food Venture Center

I’ve met very few people who are undecided on the issue of cilantro. Some people
love the taste while others abhor it. As a cilantrophile I gasp and then roll my eyes at
the cilantrophobes out there. It seems no segment of the population is immune from
the ravages of cilantro polarity. I’ve seen families divided, relationships put to the
test, first dates ruined all because of cilantro. There are whole websites, blogs and
even an “I Hate Cilantro” Facebook page with thousands of fans! In my search for an
answer whether it be scientific, cultural, philosophical, spiritual or psychological I
found this article which will hopefully allow us all to understand each other a little
better and live peaceably side by side in kitchens, restaurants and gardens everywhere.
..”cilantro is happily consumed by many millions of
people around the world, particularly in Asia and
Latin America. The Portuguese put fistfuls into soups.
What is it about cilantro that makes it so unpleasant for
people in cultures that don’t much use it?
Some people may be genetically predisposed to dislike cilantro,
according to often-cited studies by Charles J. Wysocki of the
Monell
Chemical Senses Center in Philadelphia. But cilantrophobe genetics
remain little known and aren’t under systematic investigation. Meanwhile, history,
chemistry and neurology have been adding some valuable pieces to the puzzle.
The coriander plant is native to the eastern Mediterranean, and European cooks
used both seeds and leaves well into medieval times.
Helen Leach, an anthropologist at the University of Otago in New Zealand, has
traced unflattering remarks about cilantro flavor and the bug etymology — not
endorsed by modern dictionaries — back to English garden books and French
farming books from around 1600, when medieval dishes had fallen out of fashion.
She suggests that cilantro was disparaged as part of a general effort to define the
new European table against the flavors of the old.
Modern cilantrophobes tend to describe the offending flavor as soapy rather than buggy. I don’t hate
cilantro, but it does sometimes remind me of hand
lotion. Each of these associations turns out to make
good chemical sense.
Flavor chemists have found that cilantro aroma is
created by a half-dozen or so substances, and most of
these are modified fragments of fat molecules called
aldehydes. The same or similar aldehydes are also
found in soaps and lotions and the bug family of insects.

Friday September 20th
Farmer’s Market

Soaps are made by fragmenting fat molecules with strongly alkaline lye or its
equivalent, and aldehydes are a byproduct of this process, as they are when oxygen in the air attacks the fats and oils in cosmetics. And many bugs make strongsmelling, aldehyde-rich body fluids to attract or repel other creatures.
The published studies of cilantro aroma describe individual aldehydes as having
both cilantro-like and soapy qualities.

Bullsheet and Learning
Exchange Deadline

So the cilantro aldehydes are olfactory Jekyll-and-Hydes. Why is it only the evil,
soapy side that shows up for cilantrophobes, and not the charming one?
I posed this question to Jay Gottfried, a neuroscientist at Northwestern University
who studies how the brain perceives smells.

Hardwick’s Annual
Clothing Swap

September 10th
bullsheet@buffalomountaincoo.org
lex@buffalomountaincoop.org

Dr. Gottfried turned out to be a former cilantrophobe who could speak from personal experience. He said that the great cilantro split probably reflects the primal
importance of smell and taste to survival, and the brain’s constant updating of its
database of experiences.
CONTINUE ON LAST PAGE

BUFFALO TRACKS
Where the Buffalo Roam
Photo Project
Next time you are traveling to a fun
location (close-to-home or far away),
bring your Buffalo Mountain bag, shirt,
mug, etc with you. Feature the item in
a group photo or by itself. Alternatively you can take a picture of a buffalorelated site. Send your pictures to buffalo@buffalomountaincoop.org and
we’ll put them on our Facebook site
and the “Where the Buffalo Roam” Project slide show on our website. Safe
travels…

NEW Member-Only Sales!
Back by popular demand
In the Preserve Issue you will find:

Events and Workshops on Food Preservation
RECIPES, RECIPES, RECIPES!!!!
Helpful tips and information on preserving your harvest.
Send you recipes and event/workshop information to
bullsheet@buffalomountaincoop.org
or drop off your information at the coop.

DEADLINE August 1st
Community
Canning Days

In an effort to help fill the gap left behind by the canneries
of yesterday, the CAE and Buffalo Mountain Coop are
working together to process bulk amounts of Coop Member
tomatoes and apples in the summer and fall. We will process 300+ pounds of tomatoes and apples into glass jars.

Stay tuned for more details including
August and September dates and cost.
Contact Elena Gustavson (802) 472-5362, ext 214

Look for monthly
Member-Only Sales on items throughout the store.

Meat Madness Mondays
Starting in March Meat/Fish will be
10% off every Monday for MEMBERS
ONLY

Supplement Tuesdays
10% off every Tuesday for MEMBERS
and NON MEMBERS!

Fall Bullsheet and
Learning Exchange
Deadline: August 1st Print date should
be late August so events and workshops you intend to post should take
place between
September and December. Send items
to bullsheet@buffalomountaincoop.org

Don’t Miss the Summer
Localvore Challenge
Get ready to get local

August 15-21st
All-local produce display, tips, samples
and sales on local items throughout
the store, potluck and contra dance
celebration, recipes,.
Stay tuned for more details

COLLECTIVE
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39 South Main Street
P.O. Box 336
Hardwick, Vermont 05843
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802-472-5946
info@buffalomountaincoop.org
www.buffalomountaincoop.org
Store Hours
Monday – Friday
9am-7pm
Saturday
9am-6pm
Sunday
10am-5pm
Café Hours
Monday - Friday 8am – 3pm (self-serve 3-close)
Saturday
9am – 1pm (self-serve 1-close)
Sunday
self-serve all day

Buffalo Mountain Coop Accepts:
Cash
Checks
EBT / WIC Cards
Master Card / Visa
Co-op Gift Cards

BUFFALO MOUNTAIN FOOD COOPERATIVE
MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of the Buffalo Mountain Food Cooperative is to develop within its area of influence a community-owned and operated,
health-oriented, thriving enterprise
 To continually educate the community as a
whole in regard to food politics, health issues,
and our social-cultural activities;
 To demonstrate alternative approaches to
structuring our work environment so that it is
more decent and compassionate;
 To offer healthy, pro-active choices and
 To open our doors to, and develop all aspects
of our community.
We provide food for all people, not for profit!

CILANTRO CONTINUED:
The senses of smell and taste evolved to evoke
strong emotions, he explained, because they were
critical to finding food and mates and avoiding
poisons and predators. When we taste a food, the
brain searches its memory to find a pattern from
past experience that the flavor belongs to. Then it
uses that pattern to create a perception of flavor,
including an evaluation of its desirability.
If the flavor doesn’t fit a familiar food experience,
and instead fits into a pattern that involves chemical cleaning agents and dirt, or crawly insects,
then the brain highlights the mismatch and the potential threat to our safety. We react strongly and
throw the offending ingredient on the floor where
it belongs.
“When your brain detects a potential threat, it
narrows your attention,” Dr. Gottfried told me in a
telephone conversation. “You don’t need to know
that a dangerous food has a hint of asparagus and
sorrel to it. You just get it away from your mouth.”
But he explained that every new experience causes
the brain to update and enlarge its set of patterns,
and this can lead to a shift in how we perceive a
food.
“I didn’t like cilantro to begin with,” he said. “But I
love food, and I ate all kinds of things, and I kept
encountering it. My brain must have developed
new patterns for cilantro flavor from those experiences, which included pleasure from the other flavors and the sharing with friends and family.
That’s how people in cilantro-eating countries experience it every day.”
“So I began to like cilantro,” he said. “It can still
remind me of soap, but it’s not threatening anymore, so that association fades into the background, and I enjoy its other qualities. On the other
hand, if I ate cilantro once and never willingly let it
pass my lips again; there wouldn’t have been a
chance to reshape that perception.”
Cilantro itself can be reshaped to make it easier to
take. A Japanese study published in January suggested that crushing the leaves will give leaf enzymes the chance to gradually convert the aldehydes into other substances with no aroma.
Sure enough, I’ve found cilantro pestos to be lotion-free and surprisingly mild. They actually have
deeper roots in the Mediterranean than the basil
version, and can be delicious on pasta and breads
and meats. If you’re looking to work on your
cilantro patterns, pesto might be the place to start.
If you are feeling adventurous, try the cilantro pesto
recipe on page 10
Just for fun I asked our Facebook fans where they
stood on the cilantro issue and we got one of the
strongest responses we ever gotten from a post.
Twenty-eight people proclaimed mild to intense love
for cilantro, four seemed to find it flavorless to tolerable and three expressed hatred and disgust. Right
or wrong it seems to spark debate and a sort of bizarre intensity in people. Enjoy (or at least try)!

